Phenotype mining for functional genomics and gene discovery.
In gene prediction, studying phenotypes is highly valuable for reducing the number of locus candidates in association studies and to aid disease gene candidate prioritization. This is due to the intrinsic nature of phenotypes to visibly reflect genetic activity, making them potentially one of the most useful data types for functional studies. However, systematic use of these data has begun only recently. 'Comparative phenomics' is the analysis of genotype-phenotype associations across species and experimental methods. This is an emerging research field of utmost importance for gene discovery and gene function annotation. In this chapter, we review the use of phenotype data in the biomedical field. We will give an overview of phenotype resources, focusing on PhenomicDB--a cross-species genotype-phenotype database--which is the largest available collection of phenotype descriptions across species and experimental methods. We report on its latest extension by which genotype-phenotype relationships can be viewed as graphical representations of similar phenotypes clustered together ('phenoclusters'), supplemented with information from protein-protein interactions and Gene Ontology terms. We show that such 'phenoclusters' represent a novel approach to group genes functionally and to predict novel gene functions with high precision. We explain how these data and methods can be used to supplement the results of gene discovery approaches. The aim of this chapter is to assist researchers interested in understanding how phenotype data can be used effectively in the gene discovery field.